How to make paper cup flowers

For this you will need:

Paper Cup
Scissors
Poster Colours
Tissue/Crepe Paper
Glue
**Instructions**

**Step 1:**
Take a paper cup of the desired size. A paper cup with a height of about 3 inches would be appropriate for the flowers.

**Step 2:**
Cut the paper cup starting from its mouth towards the base in a straight line. Keep cutting equidistant slits (about 1 inch apart).

**Step 3:**
Press and flatten each strip to form the wide open petals of the flower.

**Step 4:**
Paint the petals using poster or acrylic colours. Don’t worry if some paint hits the centre, it won’t be seen anyway when you have finished.

**Step 5:**
Using a pen or pencil, roll each strip (petal) slowly backwards.

**Step 6:**
Now for the centre of the flower, crush some crepe paper or tissue paper. Make a ball out of the crushed paper, flatten and paste it in the centre using glue. The paper cup flower is done! You could even cut out paper like a smiley and glue it at the centre of these paper cup flowers.